
Dear Stella 
fabrics are 
available 
online and in 
sewing and 
quilting shops  
worldwide. 
Ask for it at 
your local 
quilt shop!

DESIGNED BY OSIE LEBOWITZ
Featured fabrics: Chef's Table
                                               by

This pattern is owned and licensed by Dear Stella for personal use only 
and should not be reproduced for sale to any third party. www.dearstelladesign.com

Finished quilt size: 48" x 631/2"

It's easy to advance to the next level with this fast, 
fun design! Celebrate spring with this produce-pretty 
quilt using sweet and spicey prints from our Chef's 
Table collection.

Level Up
quilt pattern
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Materials and Cutting 

Fabric Yardage Cutting

Moonscape
Stella-1150
Lime

11/2 yards

Cut: 
2 B1 strips, 21/2" × width of fabric (WOF). 
2 B3 strips, 71/2" × WOF. 
1 strip, 51/2" × WOF. Sub-cut 4 C rectangles, 51/2" × 101/2". 
10 strips, 2" × WOF, for sashing and borders.

Moonscape
Stella-1150
Marlin

7/8 yard 

Cut: 
2 B2 strips, 11/2" × WOF. 
16 strips, 11/2" × WOF. Sub-cut 32 A3 strips, 11/2" × 101/2",  
   and 32 A2 strips, 11/2" × 81/2". 

Moonscape
Stella-1150
Cherry

1/2 yard Cut: 
6 strips, 21/2" × WOF, for binding.

Carb Heaven
Stella-DJL1893
Multi

1 fat  
quarter 
(18" × 21") 
each

From each fabric, cut: 
2 A1 squares, 81/2" × 81/2". 

Market Day
Stella-DJL1895
White
Fish Market
Stella-DJL1901
Blue
Veggie Haul
Stella-DJL1904
White
New Beginnings
Stella-DJL1894
Multi

1 fat  
quarter 
(18" × 21") 
each

From each fabric, cut: 
1 A1 square, 81/2" × 81/2". 

Mushroom Field
Stella-DJL1896
Multi
Funghi
Stella-DJL1897
Multi
Avocado Toast
Stella-DJL1898
Multi
Poppy Field
Stella-DJL1899
Multi
Gourmet Food
Stella-DJL1900
White
Ice Cream
Stella-DJL1902
Multi
Edible Flowers
Stella-DJL1903
Multi

Follow dearstellafab on Instagram
                                              and see what's new!  

#dearstella

Continued on next page
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Note: All seam allowances are 1/4"  
unless otherwise specified. Press  
seam allowances open unless  
otherwise indicated.

Make the Blocks
 Select one A1 square and two each 

A2 and A3 strips. Sew one A2 strip to 
either side of the square. Press. Sew 
one A3 strip to the top, and the other 
A3 strip to the bottom of the square. 
Press. Make a total of 16 of Block A.

A1A2 A2

A3

A3

Block A
Make 16.

 Sew a B1 and a B2 strip together 
along one long edge. Press. Join a 
B3 strip to the opposite long edge of 
the B2 strip. Press. Make two strip 
sets. Use a rotary cutter and ruler to 
square the strip ends, then cut twelve 
51/2" × 101/2" segments to make the  
B Blocks.

Make 2 strip sets.
Cut 12 B blocks.

101/2"

51/2"

Assemble the Quilt
 Referring to the Quilt Assembly 

Diagram, arrange the elements into 
four vertical rows. Note that each row 
contains four A blocks, three B blocks, 
and one C rectangle, and the orientation 

of the B blocks and position of the C 
rectangles varies from row to row. 

 Join the elements in each vertical row 
together along adjacent edges. Press.

 Join the 2" sashing and border strips 
together end to end, using a diagonal 
seam. Press. From the pieced strip, cut 
five strips, 2" × 601/2". Sew one strip  
between each vertical row, and to 
either side of the quilt top. Press.

 Measure the width of the quilt 
top through the center and cut two 
borders that length from the remaining 
pieced strip. Sew one border to the top 

and the other to the bottom of the quilt 
top. Press.

Finishing
 Remove the selvages from the  

backing fabric, then cut the backing 
yardage into two equal lengths. Join  
the pieces together along the long 
edge, using a 1/2" seam allowances. 
Press the seam open.
 

 Layer the quilt backing, batting,  
and quilt top. Quilt as desired. Stitch 
a scant 1/4" from the edge around the 
perimeter of the quilt. Trim the excess 
backing and batting. Use your favorite 
method to bind the quilt.

Quilt Assembly Diagram
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Materials and Cutting 

Fabric Yardage Cutting

Veggie Haul
Stella-DJL1904
White

31/8 yards Backing

Other 

                   Batting 56" × 71" 
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